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NLP needs commonsense
PART I



I shot the elephant in my pajamas.

COMMONSENSE IN: SYNTACTIC PARSING



Obama met Jobs to discuss the economy, 
technology, and education. After the meeting, he 

signed a bill to introduce [...]

[Bansal 2015]

?

COMMONSENSE IN: COREFERENCE RESOLUTION



“… go ahead and grill the fish.”

COMMONSENSE IN: SPEECH RECOGNITION

dish   0.5 
fish    0.3 
miss  0.1 
…

dish fish
? vs



COMMONSENSE IN: NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION

- Preheat the oven to 350 F. 
- Tenderize the chicken with a large mallet.  
- Season the chicken with the spice mixture. 
- Serve chicken on top of a bed of rice.
Done!?



The large ball crashed right through the table 
because it was made of steel. 

What was made of steel?

[Levesque 2012]

COMMONSENSE IN: AI CHALLENGES

The large ball crashed right through the table 
because it was made of styrofoam. 

What was made of styrofoam?



Verb Physics
PART II



[Angeli and Manning, 2014]

[Li et al., 2014][Gordon and Schubert, 2012]

[Gao et al., 2016]



What is the 
physical world like?

How big are dogs? 
Tennis balls? Cars?

How much do these 
objects around me 
weigh? (Can I pick 

them up?)

Can I bend this 
pencil? What about 

a copper wire?

If I drop this 
styrofoam ball into 
the steel table, will 

either break?

Physical properties of objects

size

weight rigidity strength



“I am larger than a chair”



“I am larger than a chair”



“I am larger than a chair”
“I am larger than a ball”

“I am larger than a stone”
“I am larger than a pen”

“I am larger than a towel”
[Misra et al., 2016][Sorower et al., 2011][Grice, 1975]



“The horse was as 
small as a dog!”

⟹  horse   =size   dog ?



                                                     “Hey robot, pass me the <unk>.”

                                                     “OK.”  (attempts to pick up table)



“I picked up the <thing>.”

“I took a drink from the 
<thing>.”

“The <thing> shattered 
when it hit the ground



Two related problems
Physical properties implied by predicates

“I picked up the <thing>.”

“I took a drink from the 
<thing>.”

“The <thing> shattered 
when it hit the ground

Physical properties of objects

size

weight

strength



1. Introduction 
2. Related work 
3. Approach 
4. Model 
5. Data 
6. Evaluation



Two related problems
Physical properties implied by predicates

“I picked up the <unk>.”

“I took a drink from the 
<unk>.”

“The <unk> shattered when 
it hit the ground

Physical properties of objects

size

weight

strength



Attributes
x   >size      y x   >weight   y

x   <rigidness    yx   >strength    y

x   >speed    y



x   >size      y
x   >weight   y

x   <speed    y
x   <strength    y
x   <rigidness    y

Individual-level

[Carlson, 1977]

Stage-level
True in window 

surrounding predicate

Always true



“I threw the _____”



“I threw the _____”
ball
stone
chair



“I threw the _____”
ball
stone
chair
game
party



“I threw the _____”
ball
stone
chair



x   threw   y



x   threw   y

x   is bigger than   y



x   threw   y

x   is bigger than   y
x   weighs more than   y

as a result, y will be moving faster than   x



⟹ x   >size      y

x   threw   y

⟹ x   >weight   y
⟹ x   <speed    y

Action frame



Terminology
Action frames — simple syntax-based verb constructions

that compare two objects



Terminology
Action frames

x  threw  y
PERSON threw  x  into  y
PERSON threw on  x

— simple syntax-based verb constructions

distinct action 
frames for the 

same verb

that compare two objects



Terminology
Action frames

x  threw  y
PERSON threw  x  into  y
PERSON threw on  x

Objects

— simple syntax-based verb constructions

— non-abstract nouns

that compare two objects

ball
train

evil
time

✓
✓

✘
✘



Two related problems
Physical properties implied by predicates

“I picked up the <thing>.”

“I took a drink from the 
<thing>.”

“The <thing> shattered 
when it hit the ground

Physical properties of objects

size

weight

strength
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Physical properties implied by predicates

“I picked up the <unk>.”

“I took a drink from the 
<unk>.”

“The <unk> shattered when 
it hit the ground

Physical properties of objects

size

weight

strength

F = “x threw y”
attribute: size

correct value: >

Example

intuition: “x threw y” 
             ⟹ x >size y

takes values in {>, <, '}



Two related problems
Physical properties implied by predicates

“I picked up the <unk>.”

“I took a drink from the 
<unk>.”

“The <unk> shattered when 
it hit the ground

Physical properties of objects

size

weight

strength

F = “x threw y”
attribute: size

correct value: >

Example

intuition: “x threw y” 
             ⟹ x >size y

takes values in {>, <, '}
Example

attribute: size
correct value: >

= (person, ball)

intuition: people are    
             generally larger 
             than balls

Jp,q

takes values in {>, <, '}



FRAME KNOWLEDGE

x   threw   y

Solving both puzzles together

Action frame



FRAME KNOWLEDGE OBJECT KNOWLEDGE

person, ball

person, stone

person, chair

x   threw   y

Solving both puzzles together
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FRAME KNOWLEDGE OBJECT KNOWLEDGE

person, ball

person, stone

person, chair

person >size ball

person >size stone

person >size chair

⟹ x   >size      y

x   threw   y

Solving both puzzles together



FRAME KNOWLEDGE OBJECT KNOWLEDGE

person, ball

person, stone

person, chair

person >size ball

person >size stone

person >size chair

⟹ x   >size      y

x   threw   y

OBSERVABLE IN LANGUAGE (!)



FRAME KNOWLEDGE

x   threw   y

Action frame constructions

“He threw the 
ball…”



Action frame constructions

FRAME KNOWLEDGE

x   threw   y
subject

direct object

“He threw the 
ball…”



FRAME KNOWLEDGE

x   threw   y x   walked into  y

subject object ofpreposition

Action frame constructions

“I walked into my 
office …”

“I walked into the 
library …”



FRAME KNOWLEDGE

x   threw   y

x   walked into  y

I squashed  x  with  y

“I squashed the 
bug with my 

Action frame constructions

direct object object ofpreposition



FRAME KNOWLEDGE

x   threw   y

Action frame constructions
“threw”

  PERSON threw x into y

  PERSON threw x in y

  PERSON threw x on y

  PERSON threw x

  PERSON threw out x

…

  x   threw out  y

One verb

Several action 
frames



1. Introduction 
2. Related work 
3. Approach 
4. Model 
5. Data 
6. Evaluation



ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

High level model
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ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

High level model



ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

F a
vt

Random variables

Take values in {>, <, '}



ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

F a
vt

Random variables

Take values in {>, <, '}

F size
threw1

⇡ “x threw y”



ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

F a
vt

Random variables

Take values in

p(F size
threw1

= >) := p(“x threw y” ) x >size y)

{>, <, '}

F size
threw1

⇡ “x threw y”



ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

F a
vt

Random variables Random variables

Take values in Take values in{>, <, '} {>, <, '}
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ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

F a
vt

Random variables Random variables

Take values in Take values in{>, <, '} {>, <, '}

(person, ball)

Ja
p,q

J size
person,ball ⇡



ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

F a
vt

Random variables Random variables

Take values in Take values in{>, <, '} {>, <, '}

(person, ball)J size
person,ball ⇡

Ja
p,q

p(J size
person,ball = >) := p(person >size ball)



ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

F a
vt

Random variables Random variables

Take values in Take values in{>, <, '} {>, <, '}
Ja
p,q



ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

F a
vt

Random variables Random variables

Take values in Take values in{>, <, '} {>, <, '}
Ja
p,q



Factor graphs
PART II — INTERLUDE



X

random variable
factor

value number

X=x ℝ ≥ 0

X=y ℝ ≥ 0

X=z ℝ ≥ 0

factor’s
value
table

 a

FACTOR GRAPHS
BASICS



X

weather today

value number
rain 0.7
sun 0.2

snow 0.1

 a

FACTOR GRAPHS
BASICS



Xunary factor

Y Z

binary factor

FACTOR GRAPHS
BINARY FACTORS

 a

 b



Y Z

weather today

do I bring
umbrella

FACTOR GRAPHS
BINARY FACTORS

 b



Y Z

weather today

do I bring
umbrella

sun rain snow

yes ? ? ?

no ? ? ?

FACTOR GRAPHS
BINARY FACTORS

 b

 b



Y Z

weather today

do I bring
umbrella

sun rain snow

yes 0.1 0.8 0.7

no 0.9 0.2 0.3

FACTOR GRAPHS
BINARY FACTORS

p(umbrella|weather)

 b

 b



What numbers are in the 
factors’ value tables?

FACTOR GRAPHS
DESIGN SPACE

Y  b Z

z1 z2 z3

y1 ? ? ?

y2 ? ? ?

X  a

value number

x ?

y ?

z ?



What is the graph
structure?

What numbers are in the 
factors’ value tables?

FACTOR GRAPHS
DESIGN SPACE

X  a

value number

x ?

y ?

z ?

Y  b Z

z1 z2 z3

y1 ? ? ?

y2 ? ? ?

X

Y

Z

A

B

 
 
 
 

 
 

 



Factors can contain

sun rain snow

yes 0.1 0.8 0.7

no 0.9 0.2 0.3

p(umbrella|weather)

p(u=“no”|w=“snow”)

col Σ = 1.0

FACTOR GRAPHS
DESIGN SPACE

Factors can contain

1. conditional probability tables  
can use to construct “old-school” 
graphical models 



Factors can contain

1. conditional probability tables  
can use to construct “old-school” 
graphical models 

2. potential functions 
  (arbitrary nonnegative values) 

can use to construct Markov 
random fields (MRFs) (AKA 
"Markov networks”)

sun rain snow

yes 0.01 29.7 0.17

no 14.0 1.2 0.13

Φ(umbrella ; weather)

Φ(u=“no” ; w=“snow”)

FACTOR GRAPHS
DESIGN SPACE



Graph structureFactors can contain

1. conditional probability tables  
can use to construct “old-school” 
graphical models 

2. potential functions 
  (arbitrary nonnegative values) 

can use to construct Markov 
random fields (MRFs) (AKA 
"Markov networks”)

FACTOR GRAPHS
DESIGN SPACE

Graph structure

arbitrary bipartite 
graphs!



FACTOR GRAPHS
WHAT’S THAT MODEL?



NAIVE

BAYES
prior  p(y)

p(xi|y) y

x1 x2 x3 x4

FACTOR GRAPHS
WHAT’S THAT MODEL?



FACTOR GRAPHS
WHAT’S THAT MODEL?



p(y|xi) y

x1 x2 x3 x4

hint:

FACTOR GRAPHS
WHAT’S THAT MODEL?



p(y|xi) y

x1 x2 x3 x4

LOGISTIC

REGRESSSION
FACTOR GRAPHS
WHAT’S THAT MODEL?



FACTOR GRAPHS
WHAT’S THAT MODEL?



FACTOR GRAPHS

y3

x2

HMMy0 y1

x1p(y0)
start

p(yi+1|yi)
transition

p(xi|yi)
emission

WHAT’S THAT MODEL?



FACTOR GRAPHS
WHAT’S THAT MODEL?



FACTOR GRAPHS

who

knows?

WHAT’S THAT MODEL?



Y Z

 b

FACTOR GRAPHS
IT’S 2020. PUT A NEURAL NET ON IT.
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4. Model 
5. Data 
6. Evaluation



si
ze

stone

rock

Jperson,

Jperson,

house
Jperson,

Object pair
random variables



si
ze

stone

rock

Jperson,

Jperson,

house
Jperson,

 o

Object similarity 
binary factors



 o

si
ze

vwalk

stone

rock

Jperson,

Jperson,

house
Jperson,

vsquish

vthrow

vwalk

 v

Action frames 
grouped by verb

Verb similarity
binary factors



 v  o

si
ze vthrow

vsquish

vwalk

stone

rock

Jperson,

Jperson,

house
Jperson,

Fthrow1

Fthrow2

Fthrow3 f

Several 
action frames

per verb

Similar frame 
construction
binary factor 



 v  o
 s

si
ze vthrow

vsquish

vwalk

stone

rock

Fthrow1

Fthrow2

Fthrow3 f

Jperson,

Jperson,

house
Jperson,

Action-object 
compatibility
binary factors



…
… …

 v  o

si
ze

w
ei
g
h
t

st
re

n
g
th

vthrow

vsquish

vwalk

stone

rock

Fthrow1

Fthrow2

Fthrow3 f

…

Jperson,

Jperson,

house
Jperson,

 s

vsquish
Jperson,
stone

house
Jperson,vthrow

More attributes

size

size

size

size

size

size

size

size

size

weight weight

strength

strength

 a

 a

Similar attribute
binary factors



Two main model questions
(1) What subset of nodes 

should we connect 
with each type of 

factor?

? ?
?

(2) What should the 
potential functions be?

value potential
?
?
?

>

<

'

 a



Model: (1) Connections

X

Unary factors

 a



Model: (1) Connections

X

Unary factors
- Max-ent factors (all nodes) 
- Seed factors (nodes in seed set) a



Model: (1) Connections

X

Unary factors
- Max-ent factors (all nodes) 
- Seed factors (nodes in seed set)

Binary factors

Y Z

 a

 b



Model: (1) Connections

X

Unary factors
- Max-ent factors (all nodes) 
- Seed factors (nodes in seed set)

Binary factors
Similarity metrics
(e.g., cosine similarity of 
word embeddings)

Y Z

 a

 b

advanced topic 
not covered today

NOTE:



Model: (1) Connections

X

Unary factors
- Max-ent factors (all nodes) 
- Seed factors (nodes in seed set)

Binary factors
Similarity metrics
(e.g., cosine similarity of 
word embeddings)

Y Z

Empirical agreement
(on seed set)

 a

 b

advanced topic 
not covered today

NOTE:



Model: (1) Connections

X

Unary factors
- Max-ent factors (all nodes) 
- Seed factors (nodes in seed set)

Binary factors
Similarity metrics
(e.g., cosine similarity of 
word embeddings)

Y Z

Empirical agreement
(on seed set)

Usage in text
(e.g., high PMI using Google Syntax 
Ngrams; for action-object compatibility)

 a

 b

advanced topic 
not covered today

NOTE:



Model: (2) Potential functions

p(Xa = v) / ewa·f(Xa)
Log-linear classifier

X a



Model: (2) Potential functions

p(Xa = v) / ewa·f(Xa)
Log-linear classifier

f(Oa
p,q) := hg(p), g(q)i

g(·) GloVe
Reference

Object feature function

X a
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Model: (2) Potential functions

p(Xa = v) / ewa·f(Xa)
Log-linear classifier

f(Oa
p,q) := hg(p), g(q)i

g(·) GloVe
Reference

Object feature function Example
f(Osize

person,ball) :=

hg(person), g(ball)i

X a
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Model: (2) Potential functions

p(Xa = v) / ewa·f(Xa)
Log-linear classifier

f(Oa
p,q) := hg(p), g(q)i

g(·) GloVe
Reference

Object feature function

h(·) One-hot frame type

f(F a
vt) := hh(t), g(v), g(t)i

Frame feature function
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Model: (2) Potential functions

p(Xa = v) / ewa·f(Xa)
Log-linear classifier

f(Oa
p,q) := hg(p), g(q)i

g(·) GloVe
Reference

Object feature function

h(·) One-hot frame type

f(F a
vt) := hh(t), g(v), g(t)i

Frame feature function

Example

f(F size
threw4

) :=

“person threw x into y”

h[0, 0, 0, 1, 0], g(threw), g(into)i

X a



v f
µ

 fµ
Loopy belief propagation



µv!f (x) /
Y

f 02N(v)\{f}

µf 0!v(x)

v f
µ

 fµ
Loopy belief propagation

µf!v(x) /
X

x:x[v]=x

 (x)
Y

v02N(f)\{v}

µv0!f (x[v
0])

v(x) /
Y

f2N(v)

µf!v(x)

sum product



µv!f (x) /
Y

f 02N(v)\{f}

µf 0!v(x)

v f
µ

 fµ
Loopy belief propagation

µf!v(x) /
X

x:x[v]=x

 (x)
Y

v02N(f)\{v}

µv0!f (x[v
0])

v(x) /
Y

f2N(v)

µf!v(x)
ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS



1. Introduction 
2. Related work 
3. Approach 
4. Model 
5. Data 
6. Evaluation
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Why collect data?



ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

Why collect data?



- Small seed set (5%) breaks symmetry 
- Evaluate generalizability (dev = 45%, test = 50%)

ACTION FRAMES OBJECT PAIRS

Why collect data?



Verbs
- took 
- grew 
- washed 
- trimmed 
- squished 
- got 
- looked 
- wrote 
- entered 
- kept 
- lived 
- played 
- …

Selecting frames and objects

“Action” verbs

[Levin, 1993]



Verbs
- took 
- grew 
- washed 
- trimmed 
- squished 
- got 
- looked 
- wrote 
- entered 
- kept 
- lived 
- played 
- …

Action frames

Selecting frames and objects

Syntax + surface + 
crowdsourcing 

- x squished y 
- x squished on y 
- PERSON squished 
      x with y 
- PERSON squished 
       x on y

…

…



Action frames Object pairs

Selecting frames and objects

- x squished y 
- x squished on y 
- PERSON squished 
      x with y 
- PERSON squished 
       x on y

…

…

- spider, boot 
- spider, glee

…

…

PMI > 0 on
Google Syntax Ngrams

not abstract via 
Wordnet

[Goldberg and Orwant, 1993]

[Miller, 1995]

Verbs
- took 
- grew 
- washed 
- trimmed 
- squished 
- got 
- looked 
- wrote 
- entered 
- kept 
- lived 
- played 
- …



Given the sentence fragment

“He squished ____ with ____”x y



Given the sentence fragment

“He squished ____ with ____”x y

What are some (physical, non-abstract) 
examples of   x   and    y   ?

- He squashed the bug with his boot 
- He squashed the fly with the newspaper 
- …

priming



Given the sentence fragment

“He squished ____ with ____”x y

What are some (physical, non-abstract) 
examples of   x   and    y   ?

In general, what does “He squished x with y” imply 
about the relative size of x and  y ?

x  is generally bigger than  y
x  is generally smaller than  y
x  is generally about the same size as  y
no general relation holds

✔



For the two objects

person   and   shoe
In general, what are their relative sizes ?

person is generally bigger than shoe
person is generally smaller than shoe
person is generally about the same size as shoe
no general relation holds

✔

… relative weight ?
… relative rigidness ?
…



Total Seed / dev / test
Verbs 100 5 / 45 / 50

Frames 813 65 / 333 / 415

Object pairs 3656 183 / 1645 / 1828

Data statistics

~200 distinct  
     objects

~8 action 
frames / verb



1. Introduction 
2. Related work 
3. Approach 
4. Model 
5. Data 
6. Evaluation
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ACTION FRAMES OBJECTS



Correct dev set examples

___ opened ___

“She opened the jar of peanut butter.”

she  >size jar
✓

size



PERSON set ___ upon ___

“He set the kettle upon the stove.”

Correct dev set examples

kettle  <weight stove
✓

weight



Incorrect dev set examplespolysemy

“She caught the runner in first.”

___ caught ___

“She caught the baseball.”

she  >speed runner
our model

she  <speed baseball
ground truth

speed



complex
physics

“He stopped a fly with a jar.”

“She stopped the car with the brake.”

PERSON stopped ___with ___

Incorrect dev set examples

fly  <weight   jar
our model

car  >weight   brake
ground truth

weight



nonsensical 
comparison

“He drove the car for work.”

“She drove the car for hours.”

Incorrect dev set examples

PERSON drove             for
size

?

?



x   contained   y
⟹ x   >size      y

x  y
bag
taco
cup

book
tomato
coffee

Physical Metaphorical
x  y

dictator
firefighters

revolution
forest fire

Metaphorical language?
size



VerbPhysics Summary
- Reverse engineer 

commonsense 
physical knowledge

- Overcome reporting 
bias by modeling 
frames and objects 



VerbPhysics Summary
- Reverse engineer 

commonsense 
physical knowledge

- Overcome reporting 
bias by modeling 
frames and objects 

VerbPhysics
uwnlp.github.io/verbphysics/

- New dataset



Today’s takeaways

1. NLP needs commonsense 

2. We can learn (some) commonsense from text!

PART I

PART II
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